All Season Bicycle Umbrella and Signaling Device

Make Cycling in Bad/Unpredictable Weather a Breeze
Hong Kong, Dec 19, 2018 (Issuewire.com) - Cycling Zone, a practical and innovative bicycle accessory brand, introduces two unique, patented* products: BIXTOP, a shield, and shade for your bicycle—and Cycling BISIGNAL Gloves, the world’s first smart cycling gloves—made for cyclists to help them enjoy their ride securely in every kind of weather.

BIXTOP is a one-of-a-kind shade, shield, and shelter for all seasons. An Umbrella with a robust frame made from glass fiber tubes and high-tensile string. Specially made for cyclists who readily look for comfort and protection when they are riding in the scorching sun, a rainy day or on a chilly morning—BIXTOP keeps cyclists dry, shades from the hot sun and stops chilly winds.

Flexible, lightweight and easy to install—BIXTOP works like an all-purpose umbrella with a transparent windscreen—but only more flexible and functional. The acrylic water-repellent windscreen gives excellent visibility during rain and increases ride efficiency due to its clever aerodynamic design. Cyclists often feel boxed from all sides with bicycle shelters. BIXTOP is not just about safety and comfort from bad weather—the open design gives cyclists the freedom to retract the top fabric cover and fold the windscreen to enjoy good weather.

Cycling BISIGNAL Gloves helps cyclists communicate with other road-users—brake and signaling turn without lifting their hands off the handlebar. The gloves are fitted with LEDs that can be activated with a click, and that is not all—the breathable and waterproof fabric protects your hands while keeping them warm. Bright LEDs makes cyclists visible to others in darker areas, in rain, and during foggy weather.

Communication with other drivers, riders and pedestrians are vital for overall safety—with just a click, cyclists can signal in yellow for turning and in red for braking, alerting other road users in advance.

Designer and founder, Ken LAU comments, “My love for cycling and my engineering background led me to the idea of making cycling convenient and hassle-free. I have encountered situations where weather conditions would hinder my rides; therefore, I was committed to finding a solution not just for me but for everyone. I have always promoted cycling as part of a lifestyle because it is not only a healthy activity for individuals but for our planet as well.”

About Cycle Zone: Cycle Zone is cycling accessories brand that is committed to inspiring new ideas helping all cyclists making their bicycle journeys safer and enjoyable in good and bad weather. Please visit www.cycling-zone.com to learn more.
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